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Gold Discovered
at UNI
by Marylene Whitehead

WOffle'ti''S
· Dag

by A. Sue Straus
October 5th 1972 marked
the day of the Women's
Studies Program being shown
as a part of university in action
week. All activities were in
D-113 (except for the Women's
Liberation Rock Band which
played from 7 til 10 in the
North Dining Hall).

Poetry of
Black WomanheoeJ
At 12:00 Ann Smith, the
assistant to President Sachs
lead ..off the events ·with a
. poetry reading on the image of
the Black woman, in .the poetry
of such Black poets as . Don
Lee, · Gwendolyn Brooks, Langston Hughes and Mary Evans.
During her narrative be.tween
readings, she dug · i~to some
myths . These myths she
mentioned included the myth
of the "Free Black Woman ."
What was she free for? The .
white man used her sexually in
the days of slavery as she had
no say in her life. Due to the
brain washing of both Black
men and Black women they
came to see the Black woman
as dirty, immoral and . ugly.
· This began to be torn down
with the Pan-African Movement beginning around 1940.
Th~ problem of having no
hopes was examined by one of
the poets who said that havina
a child gave birth not just to a ·
person but to the hope of the
. Black people.
There are the themes; the
Black woman and the Black
man needing each other
loving each other and workin~
together for thei.r liberation.
Here is also a conflict
expressed, for insta·nce, by
Nikki Giovanni who objects to
being considered only as an
object and not a· human being
- a person. There is another
conflict on whether the Black
woman should waJk behind her
man or stand beside him.
GwendoJyn Brooks advises that
the Black woman and the
Black · man must walk side-byside.

Images of Women
in Art
Beginning at 1 :00 was a slide
show by Jean Gillies of the Art
Department. Her presentation
was on the image of women as
portrayed in Western art. The
main point which emerged
seems to me to be that men
portrayed women as they
wanted to see them, in the
eyes of their society. Woman
was always seen as a symbol.
Sometimes she was a symbol
of virtue and sometimes a
symbol of death or destruction .
The move was from weak and

virgin around 1800, to a
destroyer in mid century.
France. In England, with the
Industrial Revolution grew the
concept of a single standard of
behavior for men7md - women
.at mid century .. With the
coming of the 20th century
came· great. conflicts which
gave birth to the idea of a
woman as a machine. " Just
tl/Jrn her on and watch her go."

Student Poets
Next on the list was an hour
long program on women poets.
Participating were Barb Ulman,
Joan Perry • reading for her
sister,Margaret,Carolyn Salerno ·
and Claire Patano who read
her own work and that of
William Wandick . William
Wandick has attended Northeastern and has · just published
some of his poetry.
As Carolyn came up to the
podium she explained why she

I am moved to open this article with a poem .
for if last Monday's Open. House in the Little
Theater did anything, it enlightened many to the
individual and collective talents of each .
GOLD IN THE GHETTO
A sick society tried to bury us
Let Black skin blind them to our potential
For without doubt, we are the untapped
resource of. this country
·
A sick . sodety tried to brainwash us
Tried to make us feel arid think we were
inferior.
And in many cases we believed it
But just ·open · your eyes and look around
There is gold in the .ghetto_.·
A sick society tried to bury us
But couldn't bury the glow
But couldn't bury the glow
The glow was a yearning for freedom
Unknown amounts of unlimited intelligence
and talent
In that lies the gold of the ghetto
A sick society refused to see it for what it
was
Refused to dig it out, polish it
Use it for the glorification of this country
As of now, we're serving notice on society
It's too late
We claim this gold, it's ours alone
We must and wiH refine and de~elope all
these
natural" resources
It is here
Unending in quantity, superior in quality
We are the gold in the ghetto
Inferior to none
Recognize it
Se~r~h and find . it

Reach within yourself for that's where it is
Dig deep, bring it to the surface
All the Gold in - the ghetto

For those that participated as well as those in
the audience, it was truly Harambee time.
Harambee being the Swahili word for 'coming
home' or 'coming together'. The show
magnificently reflected the pride of a heritage
from · , two continents.
l!f
.
Many forms of Black culture were on display.
Most of the musical instruments were of African
origin . The musicians were very skilled in their
usage. Joining the musicians on -stage and the
students in general were 'Doc' and Cephus
Childs. There is something very securing and
encouraging about this 'real' support,
There were photographic displays by students
that could easily compete on the professional
-level, The beautiful oil paintings of Roy Johnson
adorned the stage. Poets and poetry readers did
their thing with style. There were original poems
and poetry skits performed . They would have
made the 'greats' - in 'now' poetry proud.
Congratulations Saudra! There were solos and
duets adding to the festivities. Virginia Johnson
directed the UNI Black Choir in a lively version
of a song that expressed the sentiment of the
day, " O Happy Day" .
The Earth Dancers and Sun Drummers, an
interpretive group on the African Dance
performed two original presentations. The
ovation they received should encourage them to
keep up fhe good work . Many of the women,
regally, wore the hairdos, headdress (galas,
pronounced ' gay-lays') and garb of the
Motherland.
For those that didn't participate, or even
bother to come or care, it's never too late to·
come home or is it? What it is.

A .Question

of Priorities
. . _ . , Lllleratlen ltock 9altd.
had considered _cancelling
when she was told that William
Wandick would not be allowed
to read . She said she was sick
of hierarchy bullshit · including
that by the people who put the
program together. Before
reading she added that she is a
woman, and a poet, but she is
also · a human beil'lg.

rights for men too. "The struggle_ for equality is for numan
rights, not just women ." As she
left she said she would try to
help Northeastern get the
money needed here to carry on
such programs ·as Women's
Studies.
Also on the p·anel was June .
Sochen of the History Department who has a book out ·
Women's ·
entitled The New Woman. Dr.
Soc hen spoke on ·the need for
Studies
separate women courses as a
At 3:00 was a panel on
method to bridge the gap of
" Why, Women's Studies?". On
history taught as only men the panel were state senator·
white men - being considerEsther Saperstine who talked
ed . She expressed a hope that
on historical grounds beginseparate studies of Black
ning with the formation of the
people and women would give
Commission on the Status of
way
to Human Studies.
Women . She mentioned the
Barbara Cropper of the
syndrome · of women _being
·Anthropology Department excaught up in • fear of losing
p I a i ned that unlike other
their husbands and emotionaldisciplines, anthropology dealt
ism of both men and women at
with, on the whole, women as
the question of equal rights .
wel l as men, as part of a given
The struggle to ·g et day care
culture of human beings. The
centers. even discussed on the
main point of study is that of
floor of the senate was also
nature and nurture. One learns
mentioned. In conclusion Sen .
the mores of one's society.
Saperstine said there is a need
From the Sociology Departfor women's studies to foster
ment came Ron Glick who ·
not just rights for women but
(Cont'd. on page 5)

Why

Women's Studies at Northeastern began in response to
the requests by women on
campus for a facility to help
their educational and social
needs . Support for courses on
women was obvious as initial
" women's" classes such as
American
Women:
Their
Changing Image filled to
capacity soon after registration
opened . As the base widened
to include Marriage and the
Family and The American
Woman in History students
responded with equal enthusiasm.
In the Spring of 1972 the
temporary Women 's Study
Committee submitted a proposal to the Center for Program
Development and was given a
budget ranking of 3 (out of 12)
by the Advisory Committee of
the . Center for Program
Development. When the proposal s went before the
Administration , Women's
Studies was reordered to 4th .
In the Fall a small budget was
allocated to the Women's
Study Program , and half of an
office - under the auspices of
the Center for Program
Development. Women on the
Women's Study Committee
volunteered their time and
service to staff the office.
Weekly meetings were held,
and concrete plans
for
Women's Studies were formulated .

It was hoped that credited
cou rses could be offered from
the Center instead of the
various departments . A board
was to -be elected from among
facu!ty, students and staff.
Personal services such as
counseling, referral numbers
were to come out. The office
was to be a pool of research
papers and feminist literature.
But more funds were needed to
do this,
Hopes were up thol!gh,
because of ·the. 4th place
priority. Recently though cer. tain developments dampened
those hopes, On Sept. 6, 1972
Dr. Robert Pringle (Associate
Executive Officer, Board of
Governors) recommended to
the Office of Academic Affairs
the withdrawal of both the
Music Department's and Women's Studies proposals . Neither the Women 's Study
Committee or the Director of
Program Development were
· consulted.
On Sept. 18, 1972 the
Administration reordered its
rankings . Women's stu dies was
lowered to 9th budget priority.
the Music proposal was
withdrawn , though the Music
Department received Administrative assurance that its
program would be funded from
UNI funds.
Perplexed students, faculty
and staff met with President
Sachs and Dr. Goldberg on
(Cont'd. on page 5)
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. AND REPLIES

The letter from B. Deer is a thoughtful one with some
interesting suggestions. A survey of one block near the college by
the Property Owners Association showed more cars owned by
residents than street spaces. Of course the large number of cars
Northeastern brings into the . neighborhood does compound the
problem . The suggestion of allowing neighbors to use our lot at
night will be seriously considered though it presents · certain
obvious
problems .
.
distance of their homes, but
- residents bring their· cars home
As a P,resent UN I student
As
the
one
person
who
has
spent
more
hours
than
any
other on
more
important,
show-them
we
and look for a space) people
and tormer area resident, I've
solutions, I have not lost hope. We have not yet succeeded in
really want to try to be good
park on the street because
grown up with the university.
_pinning down our land acquisition but we are much closer to a
there's just no room left in the - neighbors. Actually, the urnverBefore UNI , before NISC, even
solution than we were a year ago. We did get caught in a switch
sity in Action Week is ff ne;
lots. More parking space has
before ITC-N or CTC, when this
how about a Un~ersity in
from parking structure to land which was not consistent with our
been · promised to us "someplace was the empty lot where
Action Year. What does UNI
planning and which was beyond out control.
day", but this is not an
we used to catch bugs for high
offer to the community as a
However, I am spending a great deal of time and effort, both of
immediate solution, and this
school biology, the residents of
whole that they should prefer
part of the problem is not the
which could · well be devoted to other problems, because I do
the neighborhood had trouble
our presence to our absence?·
primary concern of the
believe we will get a solution .
parking. The truth, bluntly
Finally, • the area residents
residents , anyway.
I agree that some students will not register their cars. However,
stated, is that there is no way
have to be good · and honest · as I said at the public meeting I believe the majority of our
It's after that, later in the
students can be forced into
neighbors, too. How about an
day, that the residents coming
students do recognize an obligation to be good neighbors and if
parking only in the lot or in
impromptu survey : What per- · we get sufficient parking will cooperate in a campaign to see that
home from work can't find any
certai n designated " OK" areas
centage of homes within a 3
place to put th~ir cars. It seems
it is used .
of the street. Any licensed
block area of UNI have
that many students who come
The university has brought a cultural asset into the
vehicle may be parked in any
off-street parking? · (Probably
for late afternoon or evening
neighborhood. The university has brought people who have
legal parking space, whether
90% of the •single family
classes don't want to pay the
certainly contributed to the revitalization of the business area
the operator is a student, a
homes in the area, which are in
UNI parking fee and park on
along Bryn Mawr. Tne neighborhood uses the university facilities
resident, or anyone else. The
the majority of dwelling types.)"
the street whether or not there
freely.
Our tennis courts are . crowded on afternoons and
neighbors must realize that no
And what percentage . of
is room in the lot. And usually,
weekends and we gladly bear the excess maintenance costs which
coersion is possible.
residents
are
too
lazy
to
put
the . street is · packed at 5
are · not inconsiderable over periods of unsupervised use. The
What can be done? Obvioustheir cars into their garages
o'clock, . but the lot is half
neighbors come to concerts, plays, movies and special events on
ly, as the article points out,
and prefer to complain
empty.
campus; they use our library and Commuter Center; they ·use,
UNI is caught up in some
because there is no easy place .
Why not let residents use
without charge, our facilities for special meetings including those
unentangleable
bureaucratic
on the street to pop into?
these open spaces in the lot if
nightmare and looking for help
in which they indulge in name-calling and threats of legal action
Meetings
such
as
the
one
the street near their homes is
from that quarter is fruitless.
against us. I believe the university has done a great deal for the
are
not
only
crowded? Any resident who · described
But there must be someth ing
community despite our inability to solve the pressing parking
non-productive, they are counfeels oppressed by student
we can do unilaterally, without
ter-productive.
Someone
must
·
problem . Parking is a pr<?blem on almost every campus in the
street parkers could ask for a
resorting to emotionality or
make the first move, and that
country.
special sticker at no charge,
name-calling to keep us (or get
someone should be the
Finally, I agree that some initiatives have to be taken and your
which would allow him to park
us!) on good terms with our
university. We are a commu nisuggestion and a new one recently made by one of the property
in the lot. Overnight privileges
neighbors .
ty of thousands of college
cou ld be ext~nded with the
owners will get careful attention. However you must realize this is
The problem of street
educated people. The above is
assumption that UNI took no
not t he first move. W e have, over t he past fe_w years, m ade a
parking is two-fold 'and should
one partial solution . Let's not
responsibility for after-hours
number of suggestions for cooperative action . One that has been
be approached as such. Owing
only come up with more, but
parking. This plan would assure
made several times by us and by a local police officer is for
the day (before 4 o'clock when
put some of them into
area residents of a place to
time-restricted parking on the streets in the late afternoon. This
park within a · reasonable practice, NOW.
would, I believe, go a long way towards filling our lot at night
B. Deer
when spaces are available. The particular organization which held
the last unproductive meeting has persistently rejected this
suggestion because it involves some give on the part of the
neighbors as well as on the part of the university students .
A great many of our neighbors are sensible cooperative people
who are willing to work with us . Some, including some political
figures who use the parking issue mainly to get publicity, express
wishes that cannot be fulfilled . Some want the the university to
disappear or cut back to a much smaller enrollment. Some insist
Open letter to Print staff:
As I am in charge of the Film
ahead in this system _they bitch
that I, as president, must promulgate rules so that students are not
You people really disgust
Series the remarks by Mr. Kolb
about. I don't envy Nixon, if
allowed to park on the streets. This I have consistently refused to
me. To begin with I pride
are directed at me, so I must
this country is falling apart its
do because of two reasons . First, I have no police powers . Second,
myself on being a political
answer· him.
due to the intellectual snobs
I do not believe that a citizen and taxpayer should lose some of
liberal, and certainly no fan of
Apparently his greatest
who isolate themselves i n ·
his rights because he enrolls at a public institution of higher
Nixon. But it occurs to me that
concern is that he couldn' t sit
school to form political
education.
you people sitti ng here in this
in the back row, but the
opinion, probably none of
The university continues to try to find solutions. There are
isolated " ivory tower" are
auditorium, as he should know,
them ever saw a rice paddy in
many neighbors who appreciate the advantages of our presence
really hypocrites. You seem to
is a restricted smoking area,
Vietnam . These pseudo-radieven if they are not happy with us on the matter of parking. I am
have forgotten in something
and enforcement of this rule is
ca ls forget that the Commucalled legislative process . Just
willing
to continue cooperative work for solutions with all
one of the usher's responsibilinists have to have a wall to
once I hope to open that
members
of the community, on campus and off. I thank B. Deer
ties . However, if the audience
keep their populace in . We
biased
rag you
call
a
for a thoughtful and unemotional suggestion and urge that others
size warrants the use of the last
don' t want Vietnam, but we
newspaper and find something
also address themselves to the problem. I believe a great deal can
row it will be used .
are bound by the SEA TO
nice said about the country
be done to alieviate it and . fresh ideas are always welcome.
Now,
as
to
the
younger
treaty . Furthermore what the.
you and I were born in . You
viewer, a system has been
Jerome M . Sachs
hell can a bunch of cry babies
believe that all countries
implemented to retain them
President
who have their parents pay
should have a voting process ,
until the film has -started and
their way through college have
yet you ignore that this
seat those unaccompanied by .
a right to editorialize about a
country was the first to have
authorized patrons in a
situation they know nothing
this at a time when everyone
specific area so as to have a
about. I leave this · letter
else had s omething called
greater control over their
anonymous because I am not
monarchs. Look at yur history
actions .
interested in being called a
folks, it was the U.S.A. that
In the future
would
right wing pig or any oher hip
I
saved Europe from economic
appreciate persons with quescliche from the now generation
disaster after the last war, and
tions about film showings to
to which I am part of . I merely
prevented the spread of ,
hope you criticize when it is
seek me out. If they have
fascism before that war. There
difficulty in finding me I can
constructive, and try to be
are a lot of things wrong with
be reached at any of the
objective!
this country, that deserve to
scheduled films on Tuesday
change, but we have to look at
and Friday nights.
Editor's Note :
ourselves and ·sort out our
Michael Cunningham
values before we attempt to
Film
Co-Ordinator
Letters
to
the
print
must
be
criticize others I walk through
signed
although
names
will
be
the halls of this school and
' listen to kids talking about how withheld upon request. This
letter does not adhere to that
"evi l" this capitalism is ,
policy, but we thought it was
destroy it they say, yet they
attend college merely to get too priceless to pass up.

P ARI(ING SUGGESTIONS

• • •

PRINT Pseudo-radical?

(Letters Cont'd. on p. 8)

The only things ilflationaryabout it are the tires.
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Farah

Boycott
by A. Sue Straus

actual bail imposed upon eac h
worker arrested.
The most obvious reason this
is happening is that the
workers are Chicanos; Mexican-Ameri cans . Chicanos comprise 95 % of a ll migrant
workers, yet only 15:% of them
live in rural Ameri ca as most
minority groups the overwhelming majority of Chicanos, when they can find work,
are in the unskilled or
semi-skilled work in factories.
This struggle of the Farah
workers in Texas and New
Mexico is similar to that of the
farmworkers; for the same kind
of rights and protection most
other workers in the United
States have is their main
demand .
From the Citizens Committee for Justice for Farah
Workers in cooperation with
the Amalgamated Clothing
Workers of America has come
pleas for students, and others
across the United States to
help, by boycotting jeans. the
Committee would also like
organizations and individuals
to support the Farah workers
by sending in monthly checks
to "adopt" a Farah family so
that they can pay for the basic
necessities of life, such as
food, medicine, and rent. This
money is needed as there are
no unemployment benefits for
striking workers in Texas and
New Mexico. These workers
also have no bank accounts to
fall back on as they had been
working for minimum wages .
The Committee · guaranties
that the Farah families will
receive all the money contributed. None will be deducted
for administrative use or for
any other costs .

Last trimester, Print Vol. 11,
No. 7, Aug. 11, 1972, I wrote
an arti c le support i ng the
lettu ce boycott. Recently we
have heard from certain
politicians that the lettuce
boycott really is supporting aa
"evi I" cause, since this strike is
" illegal" as it involves a
conflict between labor unions
rather than dealing with the
issues that the Farmworkers
wanted in their demands .
Hence, putting workers against
workers . Seems as if the labor
movement is in more growing
pains than our histdry books
tell us.
Let's take the case of the
Farah workers . About 3,000
Chicago skilled factory workers
work along the border in Texas
and New Mexico. They are
now in their 4th month of a
strike against the Farah
Manufacturing Company. ·
Farah is one of the largest
manufacturer's of men's and
boy's pants in the United
States. Eight plants in the area
of consistant low employment
and notorious exploitation of
·apparel workers have been
built . and are operated by
Farah .
When Farah workers attempted to form a union with
the support of the Amalgamated Clothing Workers of
America, Farah's response was
right out of history books' tales
of the social injustices brought
upon workers wanting to
organize in the past: Farah
decided to fire the workers.
CITIZENS COMMITTEE FOR
On May 3rd, 1972 to protest JUSTICE FOR FARAH WORK this action the workers walked ERS :
out. The Farah Company
Emily Penzell
attempted to break the strike
Youth Coordinator,
by importing workers from
· Judy Bardacke
Mexico (scabs) . Farah also
Coordinator
responded with guards on
(212) 475-5226
patrol with unmuzzeled police
Room 1104
dogs. The Federal Government
112 East 19th Street
has found the Farah Company
New York, -New York 10003
guilty of unfair labor practices
for firing union sympathizers
as Farah continued to do so .
Lawyers working for Farah
won extraordinary cooperation
from local officials . An order
was granted that required
pickets to remain fifty yards
apart. Although there has been
no disorder and no outbreak of
violence over 800 pickets have
been arrested for violating the
above mentioned order. Some
were raided and arrested in the
middle of the night in their
homes.
These alleged violations are
a misdemeanor, with a normal
bail of $25. Here $400 is the

Project Leap: Help Stop
Crooked Elections
Crooked· elections occ ur in
thousands of precinct polling
places in Illinoi s. Newsmen
,know it. Poll watchers know it.
Every election recount proves
it. Ghost voting, false totals ,
illegal assistance, ringing up
extra votes on the machine,
and stuffing the ballot box are
just some of the violations that
make a mockery of the
democratic process . When a
Cook County sheriff's race is
decided by two votes per
precinct - or a Presidential
candidate wins by one vote per
precinct - you can see how
important a crooked polling
place is. And this kind of
corruption is not the trademark
of any one party.
Now there's a way you can
stop it, regardless of which
pa~ty does it. Project LEAP
(Legal · Elections in All Precincts) is recruiting 3000
citizens to serve as judges in
the 1972 elections . Any
registered voter can · become a
judge, and there is a $30 salary
for the day. All interested
students and/ or teachers and/
or working people should get
in touch with Juanona Greb,
ext. 509 or 267-6009. If enough
people sign up there will be a
training session held here at
UNI. Do it now.

*************
Free training for poll
watchers and judges of the
election is being offered in two
separate workshops by the
Central YMCA Community
College. The three-hour ses- .
sions will be held ori Tuesday,
October 24 , and Tuesday,
October 31 , in Farwell Hall , 19
S. La Salle St. Both workshops
begin at 6 p .m . and advance
registration is required.
Those who complete either
of the two hour sessions will be
eligible to poll watch November 7 and to serve as judges in
upcoming . elections. The clinics are being offered by the .

KLAL
YISROEL:

·.Discussion
Group

·Thank .goodness some things
never change.
PREGNANT?

PREGNANCY
A

PROBLEM?

Good things, like expressing
your love with a diamond.
And good things, like the 62 year old
Hollands Jewelers policy of returnin9 }'.Our
money if you're not sat1sf1ed.
Lots of things have chanQed, _too. For
the better, Like the newest cuts in diamonds,
.
especially our exciting _ne~ heart shap_es.
And the large selection of beautiful
new settings that you'll find at

~ H o l l a n ~ • Jewelers today.

Pregnancy
consultations
private-confidential
assistance.

llc,llmtds .Jew~lers
Call 312/973-4765

Downtown

cllege as a publi c servi ce,
according to ~uth Gall inot,
acting dean ·of the evening
division .
The
sessions
will
be
conducted by Stanley Kusper,
chairman , Chicago Board of
Election Commissioners, and
Forbes Shepherd, executive
director, Project LEAP (Legal
Elections in All Precincts) .
The workshops will feature a
demonstration polling place
with two kinds of voting
machines, booths for paper ba_llots and a ballot box. Judge's
manuals will be provided by
the Chicago Board of Election
Commissioners and Kusper and
Shepherd will simulate conditions, situations and problems
that voters, judges and poll
watchers could encounter
Election Day.
_
Among topics to be covered
are election rules · and regulations selection and responsibi Ii ties of judges , other
authorized polling place personnel , rights of the voter,
voting machines and paper
ballots credentials for poll
watchi~g, duties and responsibi I ities · of poll watchers,
challenging the vote in primary
and general elections, instructing and assisting voters and the
difference between the two,
opening and closing the polls
and counting, recording and
reporting the vote.
Those who . want to poll
watch Election Day will be
able to register with · Project
LEAP
the Cook County
Republican or Democrat Central Committees or ward or
township committeemen . Credentials will be provided by
candidates from party and
independent tickets .
.
The college is relaxing its
registration policy and is
allowing registration by telephone for the poll watching
clinics only . Those interested
should call 222-8256 or
222-8266.

EvergrHn Plaza · Lakehurst

Since 1110
Woodfield

KLAL YISROEL, the Jewish
group on campus would like to
announce its first discussion
group of the year. Rabbi Stern
of Congregation Shaare rikvah
will lead a discussion on the
topic : "Jewish Values for a
Contemporary Society." The
discussion will take place at
Congregation Shaare Tikvah at
5800 N. Kimball. W€ will start
at 7:30 pm sharp! Mark your
calendars for Thursday, October 19, 1972. Whether or not
we will have more discussion
groups in the future - will
depend on the response we get
to this one. If there are any
special topics _you would like
to have presented, please let us
know . KLAL YISROEL exists to
serve you! If you have any
questions, feel free to call
Michele : 674-1219. Shalom.

PRINT
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Student
Senate
Elections
On the 24th and 25th of
October the Student Senate
will be holding its Fall
Elections . There will be
openings for 12 new Senators
on the Student Senate body .
Anyone interested should
contact the Senate office
either by calling (ext. 356) or
com ing to the office itself. The
requirements to run for a seat
on the Student Senate are as
follows :
1) A petition with 25
legitimate signatures of students from UNI submitted to
the Student Senate by the 17th
of October.
2) Anyone running must
not be on academic probation .
If you decide to run you will
have an opportunity .to speak
before the students on your
viewpoints and opinions and/
or place an article in the

PRINT.
Now is the time to get
involved . If you want changes
in the school, and how it is
run , get into the Student _
Senate.

CCAB
News
ORGANIC UNIVERSITY
NON-VIOLENCE AS A WAY
OF LIFE - this section will
meet on Thursdays at 1 pm for
one hour in the B-Lounge.
Dave Finke, secretary of
Peace / War issues for the
American Friends Service
Committee and ardent exponent of nonviolence as a way
of life and cutting edge for
social change will conduct five
sessions . He is currently
involved in the Chicago
Nonviolent Training and Action Ceter and War Tax
Resistance/ Midwest. This time
is set aside for all of you to
participate and become familiar with an understanding of
NONVIOLENCE. Sessions begin
Oct. 12 and will continue Ott•.
19, 26, Nov. 2 and 9th.

'BASIC HUMAN INTERACTION LAB Ms. Barbara
Behrendt of the Counseling
Center is still providing time
for others to sign up. Eight
students already signed up for
a time when there is a learning
process to learn about
group process, myself in
relation to others and to help
others learn about themselves .
Please sign up with Barbara if
you too are interested.

THE WOMEN'S MOVEMENT
five sessions have been
organized for you to listen,
discuss and learn about various
happenings within the movement. Sessions · will meet on
Oct. 18, 25, Nov. 1, 8, 15 in the
B-Lounge. Look at the O'rganic
University brochures around
school (available also in the
CCAB . room E205N) for
topics to be dealt with .
Other courses are listed in
the brochure. and a sign up list
is on the CCAB door. Come on
up and see what is happening.
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guest editorial

STUDENT
SENATE
The Student Government under t he auspices
of the Student Senate is a " student" oriented
organization with you in mind : In the past, there
has been an ever continuing movement _among
students to degrade and play down the
significan ce of our student government. This, in
itself, is the basi s of democracy. However, in
order to give this movement credence, those
involved mu st take the · initiat ive to either
change the government or at least become
involved in t he system .
Apathy is the label. used to classify the
students of Nort heastern when it comes to
getting involved. I feel, it is not apathy, but a
fa ilure of the Student Senate to be significant to .
the students' lives.
In short, I am askin g anyone who is interested
to reall y become interested . The Student Senate
meets every Thursday at 1 p. m . in E-205S. These
meetings are open to one and all , and we
request your presence. Make y our . voice
heard. Come, listen, speak, but most important,
become con cerned .
To paraphrase a recent ,;tdvertisement: " What
we need money can't buy . We need you."
Roger Rzepka
Student Senator

by cathy jones
Friday afternoon .
Dan Pearson is "reporti ng" the news to us
over UN l's TV Student Produ ct ions.
He is rattling off w hat I assum e were phony
statistics. Crime . is up 4%, looti ng is up 1%,
burglary is down 4% . .. ·. rape is up 14%.
Rape, he sez, is w here it's at. Keep up the
good work boys.
Ha, ha, ha. People on the megaform laugh.
Rape, he sez,
is highest in the suburbs on
weekends. So, you guys, get out there this
weekend. Ha, ha, ha.
Friday afternoon .
Diane Kudla is reporting the activities around
campus. Open House, P.I.E. Program, Football
game, etc., etc., etc.
item: In some city the mayor has declared
trick or treating against the law. It is to protect
the kids from those sadists out there who put
razor blades in apples , poison other candies,
and (on occasion) force sexual acts upon the
unwary tyke .
No laughing.
No, it is not funny to do "perverted" things to
little children . We must protect them from
"deviates". We must not FORCE perverted acts
upon them . It is not _funny.
News is over .
Diane Kudla is sitting in the chair .
Dan Pearson appears from backstage.
Rape is up 14%, he sez. He -grabs the chair
Diane Kudla is sitting in . Yes, he sez, rape is up
- especially in the suburbs on weekends .
He is dragging Diane Kudla offstage.
The TV is blank .
We hear a scream .
Diane Kudla's news is not funny .

---
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GENOCIDE
by Cory Camallieri,
of Earth Reclamation Center
We are now instigating the destruction of
mankind. Human Beings have now reached an
intellectual level that enables them to create by
way of technology. The science of technology
benefits mankind by basically expanding the life
span of human beings. Through the genius
powers of a human mind, we alter situations
that threaten our · own . existance. As our
life-spans increase, so follows our populations,
and accordingly, we rely on technology to
pamper our growing numbers. Unfortunately,
technology demands natural resou rces as an
energy source . Man's rapid advance .to
technology has over-excited his personal desires,
and delayed his complete understanding of
ecology, that branch of science which deals of
pl ants and animal s in relation t o the
environment in which they live. We change our
environment as we use technology to satisfy
people.
We are now experien ci ng four lethal threats to
our environm ent. Loss of amenity is the first
environm ental threat that most of us perceive .
By ameni ty it is meant that whi ch is pleasant.
Our ai r grows dark and hazy; it refl ects awkward
colors from the su n. M an kind has always left
garbage in it s after-wake w hich has scarred the
earth's land and water areas . Noise po ll ution
disturbs the natural sounds by screec hin g
tec hnology in our ears. Our cities that were
once tributes to our minds, fall to decay and
give rise to slums . The idea of virgin land grows
bleak. That part of life that is pleasant to sense
becomes smaller.
•
Secondly, the idea of human health is
experiencing new threats . Good human health is
aependant upon air, water and food . Each of
these necessities are being infiltrated by toxic
agents - foul air to breath, polluted water to
drink, contaminated food to eat. There is also
the sanity of the mind that is psychologically
affected by over-crowding, noise and contrast
with nature.
The third cause is genetic damage. In recent
years it is not the failure of human fertility but
rather its vigor th at has caused most alarm . The
idea of mutations comes into interest. The
human being is the result of favorable
mutations. Will pesticides, fertilizers, food
additives and radioactivity instigate a cycle of
mutations?
Damage to tbe ecological balance and the
life-supporting capacity of the earth is the final
catagory . Co ntinuation of life · requires
reproduction, photosynthesis and the recycling
of natural resources. These li fe requirements
have been disturbed, but not past the fatal
point. Man still lives today 1 but · may die
tomorrow .
Future articles will deal with these four major
hazards : Global climate, pesticides, radioacti ·vity and fertilizers .

hujambo
rafiki .
by Eusi, · Maliaka, Macy Crawford
RED

I'd like to thank all of the people who came to
the Little Theater last Friday night to hear and
see what we, the Black Heritage Club had to
offer.
The choir was singing songs that even they
didn't know they could sing. Roy Johnson and
Arthu r Winslow, Jr. treated us to their works in
oils and photography. The Earth Drummers and
the Sun Dan cers helped us all to dance in the
sky .
The poets were all as bad as FLY. They were :
SIST AHS : . Neuba, Kadija, Maliaka, Marylee,
Vera and Ann .
BROTHERS : Kofi, Eausi , Richard Ch ilds, and
Akou sa and a spec ial brother named Willie.
W e all w ere fee ling good and happy and in
unity to one another.

BLACK

ANN SMITH - Ann Smith, a lot of us might
not know is one of t he most beautiful Bl ack
ad m inistrators we have here at Northeastern .
We all shou ld be very proud that we have a
women like Ann to look up to.
This past Thursday, Ann gave a Poetry
Reading in D-113 at 12 :00.
Not for a long time have I had such a good
time, since my class was cnacelled in that room .
The poetry of our sisters in times gone past and
today was never more elevated as when " Sistah
Ann" read .
Sistah Ann has many different sides, but last
Thursday we all saw a side of Ann we never
were exposed to before.
RIGHT ON SISTAH ANN!
GREEN
After so much good feeling going around
because of all the talent that we have, why don't
you come over to the portable and see what you
would like to get into?
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· Rippled stomach in- the square .building,
·the ropes were found along with wire,
connected here by Semitic ties, insides

., ART LANGE

PRIORITIES
(Cont'd. from page 1)

knotted by baking deadlines and a place
to spend the night. · I can't be crossed

We wanted to show that women can be
creative too," Cathy Jones said as she
. by variations _in time, pyramaids are
intr.o duced the four women poets in D-113 last
Thursday afternoon. She was right, of course, my fields, loose rocks are my mistake,
and from a critical standpoint I'd haye to ·say
that all four of the poets who read were very being here and the sun has followed,
good. I'd also have to say, however, that it was a
home past armed camps, a pain in the back,
pleasure just watching these four women
perform (male chauvanist that I am). In fact, the wish you were here, I see those in labor
entire reading would have been a total joy if not
for one unfortunate incident. It seems that one · expecting my return, some~hing is different,
of the poets scheduled to read, Craire Patano,
wanted to give half her alloted time to a fellow back to you with no face. Night is a background
poet. The committee in charge of the reading
would not allow it. Wonder why? It seems Ms. for stars, as the one ·that was followed,
Salerno's friend was a (gasp) male! William
Wandick (also known . as Shabazz, recently arrival . here was disturbing; a star was born,
published in a new anthology of American the gifts were taken back later, the light
poets) was sacrificed to a female bureaucracy.
At any rate, the Women's day proved it's was lower than candles ..Hot and graven images, .
point, namely that four women poets (those
who read by the way, besides Ms. Salerno were above my ear with care lives on, a broken alClaire Patano, . Barb Ulman, and Joan Perry
reading her sister Margaret's poetry) are as good lotment rocks above my means, tired brothers
as four male poets. And once again a lack of ·
. .
audience proved something about UNI students, 1 was th e laS t to fall, across the river,
though I'm not exactly sure what.
dry part in view.

WOMEN'S DAY
(Cont'd. from page 1)
spoke on the importance for
men to be involved in women's
studies since men too have
been oppressed by the division
of sex roles since neither man
· nor woman is allowed to be
totally human . He also spoke
on the need for men's rap
groups and asked for those
men i n the audien·ce interested
to contact him after the panel
discussion .
. Kathy Sakellorapolous spoke
next as a student working on
the Women's Studies Program.
She has
also
co-taught
American Woman: Changing
Image in the Sociology
Department. The theme of her
part of the panel discussion
was the need for student input.
Regardless of the liberalism of
faculty, hierarchy can occur.
Students must overcome their
brain washing to be passive.
She asked for all to be open for
criticism and to constantly
educate as well as being
educated. She suggested, also
that students push themselves
in classes, to keep informed
· and to take control of their
own lifes.
Ending the discussion was
Cathy Jones also a student, a
member of Print, and an
employee of the Women's
Studies Program. The question
of " Why women's studies?"
was what she spoke on . Some
of the reasons she gave were to
give a place for people to do
research on women and to
learn something about women.
She also said that sometimes
one must go overboard to
compensate for past neglect.
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Monday, October 2. They
· wanted to know ...:. Why the
reordering of priorities? And
would the Women's Study
. Program receive the same
financial support as the Music
Department Program?
In regards to the reordering
of .its priorities, the Administration stressed that ranking is
really unimportant since the
Board of Governors can choose
to fund any of the proposals,
regardless of rank. They
reported that the Board of
Governors did not want
Women's Studies at all, and
that it was only through a
'gentlemans agreement, ' to
lower its priority and move
upward programs the Board
favored, that the Women's
Studies program could possibly
be considered.
·
·
While the Administration
admitted that many people
would be served by the
Women's Study Program they
did not make any strong commitments. However, President
Sachs verbally agreed to speak
in favor of its proposal and
budget request at the Board of

Governors and State Board of
Education meetings. Dr. Goldberg said he would speak for
Women's Studies as a 9th
priority. As far as local funding
Dr. Sachs and Dr. Goldberg
said they would allocate funds
in a similar manner to the
financial support to be given to
th Music Program should state
funding fall through. Dr. ·
Goldberg also stated that at
least minimally the Women's
Studies Program can expect an
office in the Classroom
Building, but agreed to make
every effo.rt to secure a
portable office building.
With its minimal budget,
space, and staff, Women's ·
Studies has already made great
strides as was demonstrated by
the response to Women's Day
which it sponsored last
Thursday . But the kind of
response
to. the
panel,
discussion groups and other
programs shown that day also
demonstrated the urgent need
for increased financial and
Administrative support for the
Women's Studies Program.

···••·• •·······~··············

wishes there were some We will rise and save
qualified women but suggest ourselves, / Ridding the nation
that each department hire one of all her shame. / _In the steps
woman. The WITCHES come . of Joan of Arc / .w ith our own
ending with " . .. Liberation is hands
will regain our land.
hardly begun ; Sisterhood the There 1s al~o a po~m by . A.
tide that binds ; First iiberate Yosano Akiko ~h1ch said~,
ou rselves / Then liberate our "Mountain Moving Day is
mi nds."
·
coming- / I say so, yet others
Within the skit are two doubt. / Only a while the
quotations. One is by the Black m~untain sieeps / In ~he _ptJ.st
all mountains moved in fire /
Yet you may not bel_ieve it /
Oh man, this alone believe : /
All sleeping women will awake
and move."
To conclude this article I
would like to mention that all
programs were well received .
as the programs went on
· recruitment for rap groups
including a class on health for
women was g~ing on as well as

v:e

Cralre Patano -

Finally at 4:00 was the skit
"Suzy Goes To College." The
skit tried to show the
movement .of a · new college
student in search of herself.
We see Suzy meet football
player Jack who sees her as a
lay. She goes to her first class
- history. Dr. Withit believes
that although there were some
great women they were very
few and further believes in the
version of the old saying, " . ..
Under every great man lies a
woman. " Suzy goes over her
notes on what makes a great
man . Ruthless, Daring,
Self-confidence, and a lot of
Drive. Suzy decides she could
never be a great man - she
could never be a man!
Her next class is with Dr.
Fraud of Psychology.- Here she
learns abou.t two types of
women . Those who enter
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Managing Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . Paula Levy
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Features . ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Joe Weinshenker
Sports. . . . . . . ·. . . Sue Sherman, Mike Kesselman
Photography . .•. .Mark Anderson, Demi .O'CoMell

poet. .

"men's fields" because they are
afflicted with penis envy and
those .who are ;,normal" and
stay in the home.
Suzy goes disenchantedly
into her Philosophy class
where she reads from . her text
··Pat Boyle as Suzy.
on Aristotle : "man is lord and
master, woman is subject and
slave." Suzy walks out meeting ·
her friend Joan who is
Feminist and Abolitionist of
dropping out to get . married
the 1850's Sojournor Truth.
since she is bored with school.
Which in part said" ... I could
An emergency meeting of
work as much and eat as much
the Board of Trustees is held to
as a man ... when I could get
combat the · harrassment of
it. .. and bear the lash as well.
these prfessors' classes · by
Ain't I a woman? . . ."The other
WITCHES (Women's Interna. was by Chinese revoiutionary
tional Terrorist Conspiracy
Chieu Chin (executed in 1907).
from Hell), Deans, faculty
She said "We want our
members . and the president
emancipation / For our iiberty
decide to put their "sophistiwe'll drink a cup / Men and
cated minds" together to
women were born equal / Why
develope a strategy. A dean
should the men hold sway? /
makes the comment that he

Cathy Jones.
the selling of literature. The
overriding message was human
liberation - the need for all
people to become liberated
from an uptight, racist, sexist
society.

Reviews~ .Joe Wynn, R.obert Eichenfekl, Linda ()zag
Columnists: Hujambo Rafiki; Eusi, Maliaka, Macy
Crawford. Reactions; Art Lange. Worms Eye View;
Cathy Jones, Pieces; Paula Levy. Masucamba;HectoiRosario. Music; Barth Cibelli

·. Writers: Arana Arbus, John Bamitz, Mary Pat Britton,
Dave Dolkin, Jim Feezor, Paul Froechlich, Albert
Saundra Taylor, Arthur Winslow, Roseann Podraza
Goch, Rita Hamata; Len lntrater, Lorin Kane,
. Layout ... · . . . . . . Connie McNeely, Sue Straus
Tony Kezel, Kathy McGiMes, Bo.b Paprorki,
· Artists . .' _,- .. _. .. ....... , . Susan Molnar, genni
Andrea Zlabis
I·

Woman In Action: Sue Sherman working for UNI TV.
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SYNESTHESIA: Oct. 17, 2 unexcelled in remarkable color
photography from all parts of
showings in the Little Theatre
America, Canada and Mexico.
11 a.m. & 1 p.m .
The original work is ·an
Synesthesia is a concept. It inspiration to patrons and artist
is a· multi-media presentation. in
any field
of
visual
of Chick Hebert. Sophisticated expression . A brief narrative
awareness of people today gui~e to the program is given
makes new forms of artistic by its composers to enhance
expression possible. New hap- appreciation of its intricacies
penings will draw you into an and subtleties. Each presentaexperience you will never tion is unique because it is in
forget.
part produced as it is
experienced .
SYNESTHESIA IS UNIQUE Compromises in quality and
content are not made to
CCAB . has
chosen
to
achieve "effects". Using the
introduce this to you for your
highest artistic and technical
appreciation of a beautiful
standards c ongruency and
presentation . Interested peocoherence are maintained ple, art students , photo bugs
throughout.
and film people should not
Beauty and c larity are miss thi s event.

Music Maior with A Job

FIN.ES UP TO

$500
In order to insure an effective and efficient program of leaf
coll~ction and ~ disposal, property ow~ers, tenants, buildin-g
engineers and other property maintenance personnel will be
requested to do the following :
__
1. Rake up leaves and place . them in containers such as
cardboard boxes, plastic bags, paper sacks, etc.
·
2. Place the containers of leaves at the normal point of refuse
collection - either at the alley line or at the curb . Wherever city
collection forces pick up your refuse.
3. In some areas leaf collection will be combined with street
sweeping. Signs indicating time and date for such collection and
sweeping will be posted along that particular street one day in
advance of arrival of stret cleaning crew
4. Whenever a street is posted for combined leaf collection
and street sweeping, the occupant of the adjoining property is
requested to gather the leaves and place full containers on the
parkway along the curb . Trucks will patrol these streets and
collect the leaves ahead of street cleaning operations.
5. Observation of the " No Parking" restriction during leaf
collection and street sweeping is imperative for a satisfactory
operation.
6. Violation of the new Ordinance may result in possible
arrest and assessment of a fine of $100 tp $300 for the first offense
and $300 to $500 for the second offense.

by Bob Paprocki

Northwestern University, with
a leading European Soprano; A
The fact that Felipe Lopez , a
concert at the home of the
president of a large vending
21 year old music maj6r, wants
machine company; The Bourto teach music is not unusual
bon & Beef in Old Town;
at a school designed to
Geja's; La Hacienda del Sol;
produce educators. And the
The Ram; and he has auditions
fact that he plays the guitar is
scheduled at such places as the
also not unusual when one
Winnery, and The Playboy
considers the incredible variety
Club. In addition his playing
of thumpings, pluckings, and
was featured as the backstrummings by guitar pickers
ground for a Spanish radio
heard daily, and hourly in the
commercial on the Pelencho
halls of our alma mater.
program . The largest group he
However,
Felipe
is
a
ever faced was at Concordia
specialist. A specialist at an
Teachers College. Th'ey were
antique art - Flamenco guitar
400 strong. When asked if he
playing . He is regarded as the
best performer of this type of was nervous Felipe answered,
"You get a lot of knowledge,
art in the Chicago area. In his
away frpm the guitar, shy and · and you throw the stage fright
quiet manner the young out." The knowledge comes
from 5 hours of practice a day.
mus1c1an
will
deny
his
Flamenco music is comprisvirtuosity at Spanish Music,
ed of a basic "compas"
and tell you that it is Richard
rhythm . The only exceptions to
Brune, who used to play at the
this rhythm are Tarantas,
Club Barcelona, is the best in
which were developed in the
the land . But music lovers at
rugged minning sections of
school who have witnessed the
Spain, and Granadinas, which
two guitarists, award the crown
are soft lulling gradations of
of victor to Felipe. Our star has
sound . These fiery and graceful
been playing guitar since he
sounds must be produced on a
was 14 years old . He is
self-taught, and has one year of special wide necked guitar.
Felipe has three such instruintense Flamenco experience
ments . They are of Spanish
behind him . He has lived nine
Cypress , with bridges of
years in Chicago, one year in
rosewood , ebony necks, and
New York , and one year in
pegs
for
more
Philadelphia after he and his wooden
family moved from Puerto vibration . Our young man's
Rico. During this time he says ambition is to teach music at
the University of Puerto Rico.
that he was " just practicing. "
This practicing has lead to While he is achieving this
performances at the Civi c ambition, we as listeners may
Center Law Building, with the enjoy his talents by hearing
President of the floor and 20 him at either the El Mezon,
professional people in attend- 3137 Logan Square, in the
ance; A concert at the home of North Dining Hall , Oct. 24th, 2
the Director of the Faculty of pm, or indeed, at both places .

Tfanscendental Meditation
A two-part series of introductory lectures on Transcendental Meditation as taught by
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi will be
given by Randy Copland . The
first lecture will be on October
17 at 1:00 in Room A-119 and
at 8:00 PM in D-113; the
second lecture will be on
October 25 at 8:00 PM in
D-113. The two lectures are
free and without obligation ;
they cover the basic benefits
and prin ciples of Transcendental Meditation . After the

second lecture, students interested in personal instruction in
T.M . may make appointments
with Randy Copland.
T.M. is not a religion nor a
philosophy of life, but rather a
simple, natural technique to
allow the body to gain a deep
rest as the mind expedences
finer levels of thinking . T. M . is
practiced for 20 minutes twice
a day in order to get more
enjoyment out of the day's
activities.

Veterans Club
Are there any Veterans on this campus interested in the
Veterans Club?
Why don't you get together? There are about 600 of you!
I have the most up-to-date list of Vets on this campus,_
available, and if some of you were interested you could call a
meeting and help yurselves!
There is information in my office about state-wide and
nation-wide Vet Clubs.
You all need each others support to increase your benefits.
Jane Beese
Veteran Coordinator

Your Com~unity Service
Is Open for Business
by Marylene Whitehead
A Liberal Arts University is
reaching out. We're seeking
ideas, advice and purposeful
action. College is · a short
stop-over, often a ' leave of
absence place' from the
community . We come from a
community, we return to a
community but how much do
we contribute to any community? Those that were
involved in community affairs
can give input and direction as
to how we as a university can
relate to and become involved
in issues that affect the
community. Those that were
not involved but wish to be
can begin NOW. Chicago is a
collection of communities.
Community Service must have
an ever increasing collective
image. Community Service. can ,
have a real and positive impact
and influence in communities.
It can be a starting point where
your individual and collective
'thing' can be done. No one is
going to care about the
conditions of your own
community more than you .
• What are the needs of
your particular community?
• How can we begin to be
of service?
• We need programs and
follow-through.
• We must set up long and
short range goa.ls .
We'd like the interior decoration of the office to reflect our
purpose for being. We ' re
looking for pictures , paintings,

prints and posters of people,
places and things thaf relate to
the development of individual
communities . These can tome
from newspapers, magazines,
etc.
We can begin a mutual
communication of information
with neighborhood newspapers
and organizations, stressing
that we are not attempting to
take over but be a helping
hand . We need volunteers on a
very flexible basis.
Dr. Ben Coleman is the
acting co-ordinator . Some of
the programs that we are
already involved in are:
• UNI Student Exchange
Program with Puerto Rico.
• The Kibbutz Program .
• Symposium for the Spanish-speaking of Chicago.
• The Hatian program .
• Cooperation with the
Volunteers Action Center of
Chicago.
·

G.I. Bill
Veterans training under the
Vietnam Era G.I. Bill are
expected to pass the two
million mark in 1972, the
Veterans Administration reported today.
The estimate is based on a .
statistical report that revealed
that 1.9 million veterans and
servicement us_ed G . I. Bill
education benefits during
fiscal year 1972, an 18 percent
-gain over the previous year.
Administrator of Veterans
Affairs Donald E. Johnson
pointed out that 3.4 million
trainees had used their benefits
as of the end of August.
"During the first six years of
the Bill , the number of trainees
had exceeded the 13 year total
for the Korean Conflict G.I. Bill
by almost a million ,'' Johnson
. pointed out.
During 12 years of the World
War II G.I. Bill, 7.8 mill ion of
the 15.3 million World War II
veterans , or 45.3 percent ,
received some form of training.
About ·13.8 percent attended
coliege compared to 21 ,9
percent among Vietnam Era
veterans and 20.1 percent for
Korean Conflict veterans .
These additional enrollment
statistics were revealed in the
VA report Veterans in colleges and
universities rose by 16 percent
over the previous year - from
917,000 to 1.06 million .
Below college level enrollment rose by 22 percent - _
from 522,000 to 638,000.
On-the-job training, · through
which most trainees are
preparing for trade and
industrial occupations, _rose by
11 percent - from 146,000 to
162,000.
Vocational rehabi Ii tation
training for service disabled
veterans rose four percent from 30,500 to 31,700.
Dependent's educational assistance ~ for wives, widows
and children of certain
veterans and servicemen rose by almost nine percent from 8,800 to 9,600 for wives
(nine percent) and from 50,700
to 55,000 for children (8.4
percent.)
Eligibility for G.I. Educational Assistance extends to
veterans with 180 days active
military service provided any
part of it was served after Jan.
31 , 1955.

Med-Tech
Program
by Rita Harmata

Northeastern has added
medical technology to the
major programs available to
students. Recently approved by
the Board of Governors, the
program is designed to prepare
students for certification by
the American Society of
Clinical Pathologists, besides
A south and west side
earning a B.S. degree.
inner-city development proIn addition to relevant
gram is in the planning stage.
course work
biology,
chemistry, physics, and math
People interested in Joining at the university, during their
and making this department a senior year students will take
relevant movement in the twelve months of clinical
community may contact Dr. laboratory courses at one of
, Ben Coleman in C 424 (take the ASCP approved hospitals
the elevatqr in front of the cooperating with Northeastern .
Information Center) or see
Further information can be
anyone · in the Commun ity obtained from Dr . Wilma
Service Office B-111 .
Lehmann, coordinator of the
Marvin Gaye asked in song, program, at extension 376 or in
" Who Really Cares?';_ We'll office 366-C in the Scien·ce
soon find out.
Building.
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music
by Barb Cibelli
If you like Rod Stewart, Blood, Sweat and
Tears, Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young, the Byrds,
the Beatles and Emerson, Lake, and Palmer then
you'll love Family's new Album BAN DSTAND
(Unit~d Artists Stereo 5644) . Almost every song
on their new album reflected one or more of the
artists above .. ·_ No wonder they record for
United Artists .. . I admit that I am not familiar
with their other albums MUSIC FROM A DOLL'S
HOUSE, A SONG FOR ME, ANYWAY, FAMILY
ENTERTAINMENT, and FEARLESS but if they are
anything like BANDSTAND I don't understand
how they could have produced such
conglomerations of unoriginality. I'm not saying
I didn't enjoy the album. It was fun trying to
figure out which group they were trying to
imitate. But with all seriousness aside, let me
take you on a revolution per minute. The first
cut called Burlesque had superb Crosby, Stills,
Nash, and Young harmony accompanied by a
raspy, electrifying voice somewhat comparable
to Rod Stewart. The second cut called for a
moog synthesizer. 'Poli' Palmer is no Keith
Emerson but we give him a check plus for effort.
The song could have been developed more. They
inc,orporated good ideas, symphonic as well as
rock sounds, but somehow the Byrds CT A 102
seemed to be edging its way through as well as
the Beatle's Within You, Without You. They
also did a song that only lasted 1:48. It was
quite surprising because I actually thought
something good was happening and it ended.
rhe last cut on side two was so much like BS &
T that I began singing House in the Country
until I opened my eyes and realized it was
Family not BS & T. But lo and behold side 2 cu_t
I proved to be rewarding. In fact I labeled it
"Exceptional." And if you're one of those people
who will buy a whole album for one song, as I
am , I'd would recommend Family's Bandstand album . Unfortunately, the name of the song
slips my mind . Maybe WRNE will play it.
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The Crystal Bal I Experience

IISCTOlt WIS ROSAalO
For a long time I've wanted to get away from w hat my
non,-Puerto Rican public might perceive as a chauvinistic
tendency in my journalistic style ...
What I wou ld like to reflect on is about a great american patriot
who has almost been forgotten. . .
·
That great american patriot is Nathan Hale : "I regret that I have
but one_ life to give to my country!"
Nathan Hale is the universal incarnation of true patriotism,
demonstrated in the willingness and abnegation to give up one's
life so that our compatriots may live in freedom and justice
against foreign oppression and exploitation. I see this in the
anti-war, anti-draft movement, pollution control, better educaion,
civil rights movement and in general against everything that is
corrupting and denigrating the supreme and trascendental
principles which founded this nation.
When I say corruption and denigrating I mean the people who
infamously and in a treacherous way have used those principles
to loot, rape and kill not only in their own land from the native
inhabitants, the Indian but all over the world from Puerto Rico to
Cuba, to Vietnam ... These principles in their ultimate sense are
un-corruptable and pure. It doesn 't betray people, it's people that
betray it.
,
These principles which built the characteristics of american
patriotism cannot in an ultimate human sense be portrayed in the
Genocidal wars of agression that the United States has unleashed
upon the world.
The same kind of spiritual strength that motivated Nathan Hale
into a willingness to die for his country rather than continue to
live as an oppressed and exploited slave in his own land, is what
motivated Don Pedro Albizu Campos, a distinguished Puerto
Rican lawyer and patriotwho was incarcerated nearly 30 years in
U.S. prisons for the sole crime of fighting for the Freedom, Liberty
and Independence of our Land , to proclaim: "To take our country
they must first take our lives. "
I wonder what would be to the mystic impression of these two
great men if they were to meet each other? How would Nathan
Hale have reacted at knowing that the country he was so willing
to die for became the biggest killing empire in the history of
manki nd?

PRINT

by Linda Ozag
The Crystal Ball Experience . .
Look into the future and
know what your getting into.
Doesn't it seem natural to try
on something before you buy
it, well, the same applies to
education. The best way to
make sure that your chosen
profession is really the end of
your rainbow is to go o_ut and
get into the field . Do any kind
of menial job just to observe
the operation and find out it
it's ;eally what you want.
This summer I observed
filmmaking at it's finest at the
Warmer Brother's Studio in
Holl y wood , Californi a . Th e
opportunity was made available through the Warner
Brother Scholarship program .
This program was open to
· students whose schools have
affiliation with the National
Entertainment Conference.

Since 1970, the Commuter
Center Activities Board (C~AB)
has been members of NEC.
They have joined with the
intention of enabling students,
like myself, to have opportunities in learning about films,
music, and other fields re-lated
to the co-curricular experience .
Because of the info CCAB
posted around the school and
in our PRINT, I was informed
about the Warner Brothers
Film-making scholarship possibilities and was selected! Five
students were chosen from the
country to participate in the
eight-week Summer Program .
The requirements: 1. , An
inte rest in a l l asp-ects of
filmmaking 2. Recommendations from faculty members as
to your experience in the art. It
helps to have a background in
filmmaking through personal
experience with the camera,
because without the interest of

c o mparing tech n iques and
learning the technical aspects,
sitting around the set all day,
gawking at the "Stars,"
becomes very boring, very
shortly .
Besides learning the techniques of the profession,
pre-production, production
and post-production, and
meeting the stars, you get
$1 ,000 .00 for your efforts .
Applications will be available
at the beginning of the year
through the school's Program
Advisor . Further information
may be obtained through Miss
Cheryl Brent, 4000 Warner
Blvd ., Burbank, California. This
is definitely another miracle
worth looking into.
I directed my learning
experience into a Pl E project,
which is exactly what the
program was designed for. PIE
is an experimental program in
interdisciplinary education , in
other words , study something
that interests you, that isn't
available in the university, for
credit. You can get from 3 to
18 elective credits on a pass
credit basis . This enables you
to study what is important to
you and get credit from the
university for your efforts.
P. I.E. gives the student a
chance to develop his own
imagination and go into areas
not reached within the school's
boundries .
The purpose behind P.I.E . is
to help you decide if you' re
working towards a realistic
goal t hat wi ll tu rn you on and
make you happy. What a pity
to find out the first day of
teaching that it wasn't your
bag after all.
Check out reality - find out
if what you t hink you want, is
what you want. P.I.E. can help
and maybe it's the answer.

Student-Teacher Mixes
Business with Pleasure
A student-teacher's work is
not limited to developing
lesson plans and practice
teaching . At least this is not
the _case with Northeastern
student Jeanine Leengran. Ms.
Leengran , UNI art major, is
combining her practice teaching stint with some more
creative endeavors.
Currently, she is holding a
one-woman art exhibit at St.
Mary's Center for Learning,
Damon and Taylor Streets in
Chicago, where she is also
doing her student teaching. St.

Mary's is an all girl high school
which at this time is utilizing
the alternate system of
education, an innovative approach that permits students to
design their own curriculum.
One of the school's larger
supporters is actor Leonard
Nimoy, known for his role in
Star Trek .
However, this is not the first
time Ms . Leeng~an has had the
occasion to display her art.
. Some of her work has appeared
in the Chicago Museum of
Contemporary Art, North Park

River Commission, Northeastern Illinois University, and the
Chicago Board of Education.
The art exhibits now being
shown at St. Mary's through
October 9, will also be on sale .
It is encouraging to see that
UNI is turning out some
ambitious young people genuinely interested in pursuing a
career in teaching . And for
Jeanine Leengran , not only is
student teaching an art, but
her art is part of the student
teaching .
·

Admissions To Hold
With the recent opening of
the Science Buildin g and
planned opening of the
Classroom Building in January,
the question has been raised as
to whether or not the strict
admission requirements will be
lifted in order to fill the new
buildings to ·capacity. In an
interview with Mr. Haas
Director of Northeastern Al
missions, this question was
answered and further information provided.
According to Mr. Haas, the
Admissions Office has no plans
at
this
time · to
open
Northeastern's door to unqualified students for the sake of

filling up the Science and
Classroom Buildings. Currently,
Northeastern's population is at
about 8,000 including transfer
students, part-timers, and
full-time students, and regardless of expanded facilities this
number should increase -o ~ly
slightly.
Haas added that projected
surveys indicate ten years from
now, UNl's population will
increase to 12,000. However,
for the time being, a large
increase in the population is
not expected. As a matter of
fact, the Admissions Director
says Fall enrollment at the
universities was down this year
due to various factors .

First of all, we now have
fewer students graduating from
high school primarily because
fewer bab ies were born
eighteen years ago. Second, a
sign ificant number of high
school graduates have entered
junior colleges rather than four
year institutions. Finally, now
more than
ever
before,
students are taking a second
look at college and deciding
not to go. Some students
decide to travel , live in Europe
where it's cheaper, or find a
job. As concerns the economic
factor, Mr. Haas believes this is
not a major
cause
of
decreasing .enrollments.

.
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A Dime for Tim
of students and faculty as large
as Northeastern's enrollment
In reference to your letter
and staff.
which appeared in PRINT, 4,
True enough, Mr. Coogan ,
October, 1972, I would heartily
the wall in the B-Wing lounge
concur with you in awarding
is not earth-shaking news to
highest kudos to Bob Huffman
Mr. Nixon or Mr. Laird, but it
on his work as PRINT News
might be of some passing
Editor. Seriously, a policy of
interest to some UN!er who
"concentrating on campus
awaits a wind ing down of the
news" .is precisely what is
congestion in that area.
called for on this campus.
If, by some quirk of fate, you
The political c riticisms
have never been exposed to
which you made may be
one of the excellent metropolientirely true; I do not argue
tan dailies : Chicago Today,
them . There are large numbers
The Sun-Times, The Chicago
of people, however, who make
Tribune, and The Daily News,
their lil7ings reporting tne news
please accept my gift of 10c.
of the world, of Mr. Nixon and
For this tenth part of a dollar
Mr. Laird. There are also many
you may choose one of the
people who make their livings ·
above and get all the war news
commenting on the news,
you want, along with the latest
making perceptual analysis of
rapes and murders around the
the world around them and us.
nation, sports, financial news,
Directly outside of these
and comics. Pick up your dime
hallowed halls, my dear Mr.
in the PRINT office, E-214 . .
Coogan, in case you are ·
Very sincerely,
unaware, there is a fair-to-midAndie M . Dubnick
dling size city known to many
as Chicago. Thi s city is served
by no less than four major
daily newspapers staffed by
excellent reporters and commentators. ·
I do not believe t hat Bob
Huffman, or anyone else, for
that matter, would ever say
that there is no news story in
the Vietman situation or any of
To the ~ditor :
the other examples you
proposed . Mr. Huffman might
Several weeks ago, the
agree, however, that these
Science Building Committee
stories are more than adeheld a contest to "Name the
quately covered by seasoned
new Science Building." I was at
reporters and analysts. For all
the dedication of the building
the very good job that the
last Monday, expecting to hear
entire PRINT staff does (no, the name · chosen for it
I'm not a staffer), they are
announced. As you probably
college students fulltime and
know, it was referred to only as
newspaper people . only part "the Science Building."
time. Frankly, the PRINT staff
Do you or does someone
could not begin to do as good
from the Science Building
a job of world news . coverage Committee know the new
as the dailies - they have not name, or was the idea of a
the facilities, time, experience,
name dropped completely?
or money.
Nothing has been announced,
What is not covered by the
one way or the other, since the
major dailies is UNI news, and
contest.
UNI news coverage is desper- .
Ed Herrick
ately needed in a community
Dear Timothy M. Coogan,

Still
No Name ·

Marjoe False Prophet?
Dear Editor,
If the review of Marjoe
included in PRINT, Oct. 4,
1972, proves anything it is the
words of Jesus : "Beware of
· false pmphets, which come to
you in sheep's clothing, but
inwardly are ravenous wolves .
By their fruits ye shall know
them ." (Matthew 7:15, Sermon
on the Mount)
If one so misdirected as
Marjoe when preaching for
profit is now having movies
made about his life, biographical articles written in magazines of large circulation, and
is appearing on talk shows on
the tube; it seems to me his
motives have not changed . He
is sti II out to have aoy and all
buy his product; he reaps the
benefits accordingly. He may
have the press consensus
believing what your young
reviewer has written of the
flick, " Marjoe just happens to
be about the Pente costal

place.
Faith." Rubbish!
Consumer consciousness
Paul the .Apostle, a follower
seems to be the motive by
of Jesus Christ, who along with
which your reviewers draw
most of the New Testament
erronious conclusions about
Church - had the Pentecostal
the Pentecostal Faith, or faith
experience operative in his life, ·. itself in Jesus Christ. The
said, "When I preach the good
conclusion of the review about
news . of Christ, I share the
Marjoe - "Could he be the
good news without charge,
Messiah the world is waiting
that I not abuse my own power
for?" is a question symptomatin the good news ." (I
ic of the product oriented
Corinthians 9:18) As a powerful
thought lines of many these
apostle he made tents for a
days. The real challenge for the
living. The others sold their
thinker to find out if the claims
goods and mutually shared
Jesus makes are true (i ncluding
what their possessions brought.
being the Messiah) John 4:26.
But then he wasn't a false
They are offered free, without
prophet he admoni shed . charge.
believers in Jesus to examine
Who is Jesus Christ? To that
yourselves, whether ye be of
qu~stion literature can be .
the faith, prove your own
found in the hall outside the
selves ." (Corint hians 13 :5)
B-lounge on Thursdays free of
Though
I
believe
such . charge.
introspection dangerously deYours,
ceiving in · isolation from the
Jabez Hart,
other guides Jesus set in his
Student U.W .W .
church, I'm convi nced it has its

Theatre Productions at UNI
We would like to · take this
opportunity to reply briefly to
the letter from Marilyn Penzel
· in the October 4 issue·
concerning . the StagePlayers'
production of " Little Murders."
It has long been · our feeling
that many people on the UNI
campus do not fully rea.l ize the
scope of the performance
activities sponsored by the
Department of Speech and
Performing Arts, nor · do they
grasp the complexities and
difficulties within which we
work . We would like to isolate
some issues which must be
dealt with when a production
is scheduled by one of those
prqdu ction units : StagePlayers.
.. 1) We do not have a
theatre on this campus. Any
facility used for a performance
has either been designed for
purposes other than or in
addition to
a dramatic
function, and is in constant
demand for classroom, lecture,
and other special functional
purposes .
2) Under present condi
tions · each and every performance date and time, each
and every rehearsal call, and
each and every technical work
session, must be scheduled
individually through the University Information Center as if
0

it were a separate event. This is
the result of a general policy
covering "room" use at UNI,
and has in theory been applied
to all groups on an equal basis.
This year, because of the tight
budget, time and space are at
an even greater premium .
When we select plays, we do
so within the concept of a
" season" and not on a
play-to-play . basis. Opportunities for. participation should be
considered on this premise.
If we are to achieve anything
approaching adequate pt1blicity, and allowing for planning
time, acquiring of performance
rights, etc., a season mu st be
planned well in advance.
Furthermore, we do not
· consider that "participation" in
a production is limited to those
who appear in the cast. Any
theatre organization realizes
and acts upon the knowledge
that all crew chiefs; crews, and
other support personnel have a
necessary and rewarding function in bringing a play to
performance.
3) The "size" of UN I is an
illusion. Many people take
only one course or so, are
often employed on a full-time
or part-time basis, and have
many other commitments. You
begin to reallze that the
r111mbers who are available to
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64 fJz. Pit,,,, ,I #iii,,', B,,, 12.15
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"GREAT"CHARCOAL
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· P..,ces For The Student• Budget
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engage in a long term, fairly
intensive rehearsal schedule
are far fewer than any total
enrollment figure suggests.
4) Those who constitute
the active membership of
StagePlayers (anyone who
.works on a current pr-oduction)
are granted money on a term
· basis. This budget is not merely
f9r the one major production
presented in each term . The
members in turn , perform a
service for the · entire UNI
community via their ·production program which, in that
sense of " participation" is open
to · all a "home grown"
presentation , not "imported."
5) Finally, " Little Murders"
was selected as the opening
show of this year's season
when it was determined that
we may well have scheduling
problems, which we certainly
have had. We also anticipated
that the opening of new
classroom facilities would
allow ot.1r dramatic program to
have full access to the Little
Theatre wing. This, in turn,
called for· scheduled rennovation in the Little Theatre which
might disrupt seriously the
.rehearsals of any large or
complex production . Thus, we
needed an opening show that
called ' for a simple setting,
scenes, and a_ cast size that
would allow a great deal of
flexibility in the rehearsal
schedule, and would not
unduly compete for talent with
other productions of the
department as they also
commenced with their season
and had open auditions
(Child ren 's Theatre, Interpreter's Theatre, Laboratory Theatre). If you examine the script
for " Little Murders," I believe
that you will see it fits these
requirements .
Its topicaVity, its relevance to
,the society in which we live is,
we believe, self-evident. By the
way, "Little Murders" calls for
9 males and 5 females, not 4
males and 2 female roles as
mentioned in Miss Penzel's
letter.
Sincerely,
Jack BronsteinPresident
StagePlayers,
David F. UriumbAsst. Prof. Speech
Director of StagePlayers

Bergman's Films

*************

•

Alternative
Radio
•

by Joe Wynn

THE MAGICIAN, THE SEVENTH SEAL, WILD
STRAWBERRIES. Di rected by lgmar Bergman .
Perhaps many of you who saw these fi lms
here last week shared my perplexity. It is a
strange feeling to walk from a theatre and not
be able to sum up the film just experienced in a
few short senten ces.
To know that you have witnessed a profound
statemen t. To have your mind teased into
activity wi thou t a direct and recogn izable result
is an experien ce one expects from encountering
the outpourings of a poets ambiguou s pen . After
all, is it not the purpose of a film to grasp the
individual and haul him bumping and grinding
over the road of human existence? Or, in lieu of
th is to float him down rivers of laughter or
thr~ugh cl ouds of fantasy away from his
mundane existen ce and into that vicarious
never, never land of impossible dreams fulfilled?
Bergman offers us someth ing else. Something
more akin to the poets artisti c contribution ,
wh ich, even if it overtly poses the questions,
forces one to draw his own conclusions . A
poem's beauty lies not only in what is said , but
in how it is said. · Herein lies the key to
Bergman's films . As does the poet, Bergman
creates beauty t hrough · method; structure,
rhythms, juxtaposition , subtle contrasts .
Some of these techniques are apparent in
each of these films . As in THE MAGICIAN where
he contrasts Dr. Albert Emanuel Volger, the
creator of illusions, who wears a false face one which enables him to gain the attention of
his fellow men - with the actor, Johan Spegel,
who runs blindly through life trying on mask
after mask yet achieves no character, save that
whi ch is poured from a bottle, until in death his
corpse serves to replace Volger's body on an
autopsy table.
Bergman furthers this study of characters
through the juxtaposition of the Ors. Volger, the
spiritualist; and Vergeru s, the scientist. By
forcing these · characters into such direct
confrontation Bergman illustrates thei r complementary natures . They become as the opposing
poles of man's intellect. Each character so
enhances the study of the other that the illusion
of one character is created .
This technique, though less apparent, is used
in THE SEVENTH SEAL also. Here Bergman
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moves his characters through a bleak fourteenth
century setting in a search for significance in
life. The most dominate character contrast
studies Antonius Block (the knight) , who seeks a
meaning for his existance, against Jons (the
squire), a man capable of establishing his own
meaning becuase of, his acceptance of death,
hi s ability to recognize the absurdity interent in
life and his ability to act upon his world .
.
So one does not miss the importance of _
accepting these existential facts and assume that
mere recogn ition is sufficient for ordering ones
life, Bergman sets up a subtle contrast between ·
Jons and Raval. Once a .theologian, Raval has
become disillusioned through recognition of the
existential facts . Unlike Jons, Raval lacks the
ability to accept these facts . It is this inability
which robs him of the power to act effectively
upon hi s world . Thus he turns to thievery in an
attempt to obtain his significance from others .
In WILD STRAWBERRIES Bergman again turns
to this technique of contrasts to furt her this
theme. In thi s film, however, he steps out of the
worlds of reality and illusion and into a world
which slips in and out of fantasy . It is within this
fantasy world of Isak Borg tbat we witness a
man confronting and accepting his own death .
Borg's confrontation with death is the
beginning of his real ization that he is not a kind
man he is not well liked and has failed to
establish his individual identity in life. This
realization is accomplished, · within the film ,
through interspersal of reality with . fantasy.
These journeys into fantasy occur during the
course of one day and are triggered by various
events of that day. These flights of fantasy serve
to contrast Borg's character against himself and
against his brother. Even though his l:frother
appears only briefly in these episodes he is a
subject of most and becomes the primary
standard against wh ich Borg is measured .
Th is contrast is further accentuated by the
inclusion of two young men · and a girl whose
relationship parallels that of Borg, his brother
and the girl they compete for in their youth . By
the end of his day Borg has seen , and is ready to
accept, the absurdity of his life.
Thus through a skillful use of the methods at
hi s command Bergman creates an experi ence for
the viewer. An experien ce w hi ch inv~tes him to
d iscover fo r himself the existential reality.

by Larry Kenney

Whatever happened to good
rock radio? You tune across the
FM band . . . WDAI , WBBM ,
WSDM, WGLD .. . all you hear
are the same songs you've
heard dozens of times before.
You're sure to hear " Black and
Wh i te" (Three Dog N i te )
without even trying . You
switch to AM ... WCFL , WLS ..
it's the same old song. But wait
_ what's th is station at 600 on.
AM? They're playing something
diff erent; som ething wor t h
li sten ing to . An AM station
playing good rock musi c?!?
You wait to find out what
station it is·, and hear " This is
Radio Northeastern , WRNE ."
WRNE , UNl 's own studentoperated station , is trying to
offer an alternative to the
" sc hlo c k rock " you hear
elsewhere. Besides good rock
music, they keep you informed

on what' s happen i ng on
campu s and off. If you like
Blues, Jazz . or mu sic with a
Latin beat, WRNE has shows
devoted to that, too . The
station is on-the-air from 9 AM
to 6 PM every week-day, and ·
you don't have to be sitting out
in front of the Aud itorium to
hear it. Wh ether you ' re
studying in a carrel, workin g in
an office, or just t ak in g it easy
in the lounge, WRNE is ·there .
All you need is a radio, tun ed
to 600 on the AM di al.
So why not bring your radio
to school, and listen to WRNE
for a change to good rock
radio. For those who already
bring radios, have you tried
600 on AM yet? If so, we'd like
to hear what you think of the
programm ing. Suggest ions are
gladly accepted . Just drop
them in the WRNE mail box
above the South Dining Hall.

What did happen on the
Cabulawassee River?

Admit To Roles in
''LiHle Murders''
by Marnie Fournier

"Little Murders" cast was
dyed last week and all 13
victims survived .
Michael Rossmann will
assume the responsibilities of
stage manager. Rossman n has
been involved in the student
production of " Wizard of Oz,"
"Antigone," and "A Man's A
Man" on campus. He will be
assisted by Jack Bronstein.
The Part of the father, Carol
Newqu ist, will be played by
Bob Eichenfeld, a past master
of UNI productions . Eichenfeld
has appeared in "A Man's A
Man" as well as "Thieves
Carnival," "Peace," " Summer
and Smoke," and "Under
Milkwood. " He was also in
" Diary of Anne Frank,"
"Villians and Violence" and
"Rip Van Winkle."
A member of Po-Pooree
Players, Miryam Rosie Rees
will portray Patsy Newquist in
"Little Murders." Miss Rees was
in "Ki ds' Games" and ·"Insect
Comedy."
·
Harold Cohn has been cast
as Judge Stern. Cohn was
involved in " Under Milkwood,"

"Out At Sea," and "Odd
Coup le." He has also been
associated w ith Chi ldre ns'
Theatre.
Reverand Dupas wi ll be
played by John Gross. Gross
appeared in " The Grass Harp"
at New Trier West and "Tis a
Pity She's a Whore" at Beloit
College.
Dan Pearson is also in the
current cast. Pearson was in
"Remember the Johnstown
Flood" and "Anythi ng Goes"
on television . He was involved
in " Cir cus" through Childrens'
Theatre and "Villians and
Violence" and " A Man's A
Man" through stageplayers. He
will take the role of a wedding
guest in "Little Murders. "
Another veteran Stageplayers performer, Thomas Gora, is
among the actors of thP
prese;t production . Gora has
been in " Summer and Smoke,"
" Celebration," "U nder Milkwood," " Diary of Anne Frank,"
and " A Man's A Man. " With
Interpreters Theatre, he has
been in Po-pooree Players and
" Portrait of an Age." In The~tre
Lab, Gora was · in "Antigon,"
and"View from the Bridge. " In
"Little Murd~rs," he will play

Lt. Practice.
Patrick Dillon will portray
Alfred Chamberlain. He has
appeared in "Circus," " Babes in
Toyland" and " A Man's A
Man" on camp1:1s. ·
Stageplayers member, Steven Cohen, has accepted the
role of Ken.n y. Cohen has
previously been involved in
Ch i ldrens' Theatre productions
of "Babes in Toyland" and
" The Fantastiks."
Another wedding guest will
be played by Gerry Carsello.
He
has
participated
in
Childrens Theatre and Interpreters Theatre and was a radio
disc jockey.
Miss Sue Klein has accepted
the role of Marjorie. Miss Klein
was here in "A Man's A Man"
and Po-pooree Players . She is
also associated with the
Ridotto Players of the Morton
Grove Teen Theatre . She
appeared in "Bye Bye, Bird ie"
and "Ci nderella."
Miss Darlene Susan Wise wi II
also perform .
So read the roles for "Little
Murders" to be presented in
the Little Theatre on Nov.
2, 3', 4, 9, 10, and 11 .

e 1veranae A JOHN BOORMAN FILM Starring

JON VOIGHT· BURT REYNOLDS
in "DELIVERANCE"
Co-Starring NED BEATTY · RONNY COX · Screenplay by
James Dickey Based on his novel • Produced and Directed by
John Boorman · PANAVISION ®·TECHNICOLOR®
From Warner Bros .. A Warner Communications Company

R

NOW
PLAYING

ftESffllCTED
Under 17 requires accompanying~
Parent or Adull Guardian

abc

GREAT STATES

UNITED ARTISTS
RANDOLPH AT DEARBORN

•
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Oct. 18 EXPRESSION issue.

French

Submit poems,

1

short prose or art

Club

by Oct. 13.

Swings
Not all the events connected
with the opening day of
University in Action Week
were as solemn and serious as
one might think . On the
contrary, from 3 to 9 PM
Monday, " A" Lounge was the
scene of much merriment.
UNI French Club, under the
direction of Acting President
Sue
Silverman
and
the
dedi cated c lub members ,
entertained throngs of visitors
who passed by all .day. The
club offered popular trench
musi c, puppet shows, and
other scheduled activities
throughout its six
hour
French-action in the lounge
area.

Hawks Snatch Homecoming!
(Cont'd. from page 12)

The story for the game could
have more or less been the
same for both teams regardless
of the outcome. They played
the game evenly and t he
breaks fell with Harper so they
won the game. Turnovers hurt
both teams and each had
drives stalled by a bouncing
football recovered by an
opponent.

Johnson, was introduced , and
two majorettes performed the
dangerous burning baton twirling act.

WORLD'S WORST PIZZA -

~\t. 1\\ Hi FOLKS........

Harper got the fi rst break
had · they turned out to be
decisive. The opening kick-off
was run back for a TD and with
seconds gone in the first
quarter the eagles were down
7-0. Northeastern tied t he score
on a beautiful run by Tom
Robinson and then went ahead
early in the third quarter on a
field goal by Steve Dezurko.
Those three points looked big
then because the Harper
offense hadn't been making
much headway. It looked like
Northeastern cou ld have take n
control of the game here but
making the Eagles settle for
three points and stopping what
looked like a sure 7 points fired
up the Hawks . There offense
moved better now mixing
passes and runs effectively.
After a stalled drive the Hawks
scored as they got the bal I in
Eagle territory on a bad pass
from center on a punt. Harper
was able to make those points
stand up until the final gun
ended the game.
The homecoming crowd at
Elk Grove High Schools fine
stadium in addition to the hard
foug ht football contest was
entertained at Half-time by the
Northeastern traveling football
band under the leadership of
Dr . Gangware . The band
played such crowd pleasers c1s
Hogans H e roes and the
Northeastern Fight song. The
Queen for . this year, Denise

!

In addition to the continuous entertainment ,. the
aro ma of deli cious trench
snacks could be detected upon
entering "A" Lounge . These
snacks consisted of Normandy
cidar , trench bread , and
several varieties of cheese;
Gruyere , Camanbert, and
Cheddar, among others .

So, 011

PRINT OFFICE

STORE MANAGERS COUPON SALE
We 've got the BIG -est bargains in town on everything in
electronics l Here are a few samples bring in this ad and
SAVE I Many "Unadvertised Specials" too .
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ii • The Famous Picture-in-a-Minute Camera!
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Takes big .wallet-size 2¼x3 ¼" B & W pictures that develop
in 60 seconds. Automatic exposure control, built-in flashgun, fast 1/200 sec. shutter, wrist strap. Model 20.

~
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Auto Reverberation Unit
• Adds "Stereo-Like" Effect!

Add-On 4-Channel Sound
To Your Car Stereo
• "Phase-Power" Adapter!

If your car has a rear seat speaker, this is all you need for enhanced AM or FM. Control varies
effect from "echo" to "stereo".

Just add this adapter and 2 extra
speakers to any stereo radio or
tap.e player and enjoy 4-channel
on the road!

EVERY WEDNESDAY IS STUDENT DAY AT OLSON
BRING YOUR I.D. THIS WEDNESDAY
FOR SPECIAL DISCOUNTS

129
GOING NEW YORK STY!,.E7
WHY NOT?
TRY

• Model 204
NOT-a kit, ju st a pair of good
stereo headphones at a "right"
price ! Soft vinyl covered earcush i ons help sea l IN sound
and seal OUT room noises.

Shamrock Recording Tape
• Made By Al\l'.'IPEX
Strong polyester base, made in ·
USA, and factory boxed. Record
longer for less money with this
Olson audio bargain! 7" reel.

.NEW YOJIK STYLE"PIZZA, INC.
AT
6047 N. Lincoln Ave.
ChiCltlO, Ill. .

914½ W. Noyes
Evanston, Ill.

and

Tel: 334-C,499/334-9169

Te,!: 884-9400/321-9812

FEATURING

GRINDERS (Hot Sandwiches), HOAGIES (Cold Sandwiches) and
PIZZA IN A PAN (one size only 1O'' a meal for itself)
FREE AND FAST DELIVERY after 4:00 p.m.
OPEN FOR LUNCH

----------~--~-~----------SOC OFF
SOC OFF
COUPON

GRAND OPENING DISCOUNT OFF-ER
Present_this coupon and,.,$8V8 60 cents
with any purchase of $2.00· or more
Offer good until Oct. 31, 1972

SOC _QFF

!iOC OFF

4101 N. Milwaukee Ave .
545-7736
6231 Dempster St:
Morton Grove
966-6700
2641 W. 95th St.
Evergreen Park
239-2414, 425-6192

123 N. Western Ave .
421-3533
1354 Winston Park Plaza
Melrose Park
344-6200
1734 Ogden Ave.
Downers Grove
852-9650

721 W. Golf Rd .
Hoffman Estates
894-8350

11. October. 1972
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Personals-

Deadlines
. PRINT DEADLINE - FRIDAY
PM FOR

NEX'T WEEK'S._

.

ATTENTION : FACULTY, STAFF AND
STUDENTS . Xerox machine available
in the BIiiiard Room. This machine is
attended and you may leave your order
and pick it up later. Price: 5c per copy,
or 6 identical copies for 25c. The
machine makes permanent copies or,
bond paper, transparencies, two sided
. copies, legal copies, multiple copies (45
per minutel, Hours of operation : 8 AM
to 6 PM, Mon-Fri., Billiard Room,
under North Dining Hall.

~

.

Constitution test, Thursday, Oct. 26, 1
PM, L.T. Register before Oct. 26 at
Political Sci. Dept., 3rd Floor of
Beehive. Free study booklet available.

Join a student club!

.Jobs •••

· Northeastern is flying the flag again.
• The new pole is up by the Beehive.

General
MALE NEEDED:
Delivery man. Must have good driving
record. Salary: $2.00/hour. Time:
1:30-5:30 M-F. Place 5-7°9 Shop,
3916 N. Central Pk. 478-7390. Contact
Mr. Newman.

St udents in 1972 K i bbutz Living Project make a new friend in I srael.

RALLY .at Dan Walker's Headquarters,
Sunday Oct. 15, 7:00 PM . Music,
refreshments, fun . 4066 N. Milwaukee.
Call 685-3911 for more info.

GET TO WORK MARY SYRON!!

STUDENT NEEDED:
For housework, 8 - 9 hrs./week. Bess
Fields. 825-3535. Salary; $2.00-$2.50.

"T", ICPAVOTSB.
what I mean. LK.

Part-ti me or full-time sales +
commission. Encyclopedia Britanica.
Call for appointment. Contact Mr.
Pu gliese, 642-7721 .

He'll

recognize

Too bad about the socks, Dave.

WRNE is all over campus at 600 on

TELEPHONE Sales: Durable Industries,
31 39 W . Chicago Ave. 638-4140. 8 - 12
noon or 1-5 pm. No weekends. $4.00
+ cort1mission (Average $5.25/ hr.l
Contact Mrs. Vetter Steve Garmon.

AM .

Zelda Mudanski.

BABY SI TTER NEEDED : Contact
Rebbecca Brand, 5738 N. Kimball, 2nd
floor, 463-7765. Call first after 1:00,
part-time 3 - 6 M.T.W . Needed by
9/25n 2.

CLASSIFIEDS ARE FREE. LEAVE
INFO IN PRINT OFFI CE, E-214.

SYNESTHESIA : Oct. 17, 11 AM , LT, 1
PM, LT, Multi-media presentation of
Chick Hebert on new forms of artistic
expression.

Driver Wanted : Monday t hru Friday, 7
. AM t o 2 PM. Contact Mr. DeCanniere
at 678-8267.

W hy do you always wear wh ite socks,
J .M .?

Theatre

Estelle O'Manski.

GOOSPELL.:..
Studebllcer Theitre, 410 S. Michigln.
Contei,lpOnlry rnutic and the goapel of
Mattt.w in this Off-Broadway hit
starring young Chicago talent. Mon.....

Thur. 8, ts.60-ta; i:n.. s.t. 8:30,
16.60-te; Wed. Sat. mat. 2 pm,
15-.t7. 922-2973.

Music.
On Thursday Oct. 12 and 19; the
Kingston Mines Company Store, 2356
N. Lincoln, will present singer-guitarist
Roger Barret at 10:00 PM. Donation
$1.00.

submit · your name to Mrs. · Shirley
Rovner outside of E-220 '. Please
Jim Post, Oct. 11-15 and 18-22, Earl of
indicate whether you are a graduate or .
Old Town, 1613 N. Wells. Bonnie
an under grad • student. One
. Kolac, Oct. 25-29. $2.00 reg. cover.
Undergraduate vacancy is a temporary
Sunday matinee, 4:30 PM, $1 .00 cover, ·
position, For the Fall 19n Trimester
50c, 12 and under.
only. Please specify if you are
· interested in this position only.

FREE!! Diabetes detection test.

Steve Goodman, Fred Holstein, Edward
Holstein and Tom Dundee - benefit

for the American Friends Service
Committee, Oct. 18 at . 7:30 pm., St.
JaiMS Cathedral 66 E Huron, Chicago,
Tickets on Sale at Room E-206 CCAB,
$2.50 for · N~ern Students.

Vacancies
Groove Merchant Records presents
two shows Oct. 14 at the Auditorium
Theatre, 70 E. Congress, at 7:30 and 10
PM : Dizzy Gillespie, Dakota Station,
Groove Holmes, Jimmy McGriff, Lucky
Thompson, Reuben W ilson. Tickets :
$4.50, $5.50, $6.50. Every t icket holder
will receive FREE Grove Merchant
Record Album worth $5.98.

CLUB INTALIANO MEETING, all
invited. Plans and refreshments
Thursday Oct. 19, 1972 at 1:00 PM i~
room A-110 .

Vacancies on the · Commuter Center
Board of Managers will be filled by
lottery at the Oct. 16 meeting of the
Board. 2 under graduate vacancies and
1 graduate vacancy. The Commuter
. Center Board meets on the First and
Third Mondays of . the Month at 4:00
p.m. in E-128. If you are interested

Clubs
Chamber Orchestra: All interested

instrumentalists are invited to attend
the Tues. Eve. reMarsals, from 7:3010:00, in B 1148116. Two performances are planned for the 1972-73
NIIIOf'I. For further inf9., call the
director of the Ore~. William
Schutt, at X-391 or .,ach him in his

office,

S-2.Qh.

UNI Alumni Assoc. presents ·Speakers
Forum, Oct. 12, 7:30, Auditorium . Mr.
Robert M . Healey, Pres. Chicago
Teacher ' s Un ion, Ms. William L.
RQhter , Chicago School Board
member. Donation : $1.00 at door.

Israeli Week is Coming !!! Nov. 13-17.
Volunteers are needed. S ign up
through KLAL YISROEL or CCAB,
Room E-205-N. Sponsored by KLAL
YISROEL and CCAB.

Dept.
Vpdate
The Educational Foundations Department is offering a " R.efresher
Workshop" for students and in-service
people who plan to take ! he National
Teacher's Examination. The Exam is
scheduled for November 11, and our
workshop will be offered on Thursday,
October 19 and Tuesday,. October 24,
from 4:00 to 6:00 PM in room D-113.

Must be 18 years of age or older. Must
not be a known diabetic on medication.
Fasting for three (31 hours before the
tests is mandatory. Do not consume
food or liquid of any kind except a
small amount of water. Do not chew
gum or candy for three (31 hours before
or during the test period. Call Health
Services, Ext. 348, for appt.

PHILOSOPHICAL NOTE: a man whose
mind wanders among desires, does not
drink caustic soda withou t a
remarkable change in blood pressure.
Alan Axelrod

For Sale: Conn 6-H Tenor trombone,
used. $50. Call M ike at 475-7542.

Remember - the rest of this w eek is
still POP CULTU RE WEEK .
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scorer for UN l's team was Percy, with 27 points, while TKFs John
Melendez
won scoring honors with 47 points.
S11P ShPrma11
The homecoming dance seemed moderately stocked and
provided a refuge for the movie~goe"rs who watched "Learning
Tree" in UNI'~ auditorium, and didn't want to call it a night when
they were released at 9:30. Denise Johnson won the homecoming
queen crown (of thorns?) for the 1972 season .
The score of the final homecoming event, the UNI - Harper
College Football Game, was 14-0, , Harper's favor. Our record is
now 3-1 as we look forward to . the Dubugue Du hawks this
. This week's column is being brought to you by the halftime
break of (he Bears - Packers · game.- The store at· this point is -· Saturday at the Iowa Co llege stadium . My compliments again to
this year's UNI homecoming.
.
.
Packers· 17, Bears 3.

.On Sports

CREASE
RELEASE

The Northeastern Illinois
University Hockey Club • has
announced that Perry Gunderson will be the team's new
· head coach for the upcoming.
1972-73 season . Gunderson has
been with the Chicago Park
Homecoming at UNI came and left, this past weekend . At the
District for the past seven years
sound of the final gun at the UNI Eagle - Harper College football
and is the Recrea t ional
game, Saturday night, homecoming for UNI was put to rest for
Supervisor for Edison Park.
another few months, until its recall to action by the basketball
Also. named t o the staff are
The· huddle for UN l's women's touch football dub is form ing at
team .
Andy Vasiolovik and 'Marc
Coach Betty Meyer's office. There are 10 perspective. teammates .
This \ 1ear's homecoming was the overall best I've seen in my
Century. Vasilovik is · head
so far and a fu ll sc hed ule is pend ing. Their first game was at
three seasons here. Friday night the activities began at about 7 :00
hockey coach at Lewis College
Mundelein last Saturday, but you can catch their second game
p.m. Mr. Gangware and his faithful band members converged on
and will train the lJNI team .
against Barrett, this Saturday the 14th. These ·games are. Century, who played goal for ,
the P.E. megaform to entertain the drifters, while the float parade
interco llegiate and consist of a Northern and Southern league.
assemb_led itself for judging. Dave Rogers, football club president,
the Eagle hockey club last year ·
and our. _honorary "Bert Parks" for the evening announced the . They are played strictly for fun and are the forms of co mpetition
will be assistant coach
.
won:ien should endulge in . For more information, cover the .
passage of the first three and only three floats . The first fl oat was
Twenty-two students· shd~ed
yardage between here and Coach Meyer's office.
a small model car from the Prohibition Era accompanied bv three
up . Tuesday as prospective
1972-73 Northeastern · Nockey
Mafia (?) men with an offer you couldn't refuse. (They were
The women's first volleyball game was cancelled in lieu of fun
players, Ten of the twenty-two
refuseq ,. - probably the reason why the judges left .under heavy
night last Thursday, but wilJ resume tonite against the Elmhurst
returriing are from last year's
police guard). This was followed by a grave float and a rather
- team, 7:30· in the lower gym.
·
· Eagle hockey club, two are
large ·float supported by LSA. The sofority . was victorious ih this
transfers, three are freshmen
" down to the wire" competition .
The Black hawks w o n their season opener on the road against ·
and seven are new UNI hockey
It seems as if Andrea Zlabis might have lucked out this year,
the Toronto Maple Leafs .with .a score of 3-1. Thejr opening home . · faces. The clu_b seems to be
because most of the football players seemed absent from the game against t he New York Rangers resulted in a 5-1 win last
wel.1 balan.ced and should
crowd who inspected the homecoming queen hopefuls, but the Su nday. Their third game · is at home against newly formed
make the playoffs in the ·
feeling was the same and the tension between the four women . Atlanta this evening. The game can be heard on WMAQ radio_at
Central States Co lligate Hockey
was tremendous - although no one might have noticed emotions 13:15 with the superb announcing of Lloyd Petit.
League.
when each contestant walked past the crowd and judges
Another perspective member
supporting a plaque with her name, which might as well have said
is Dr. Robert Gilbert, eminent
For this week's exercise :
" 100% pure grade A meat with no artificial additives." Things
physics prof. a.nd all around
Find 3 good reasons why UNI is still called NIU; NE;
became worse after the basketball game, while during the dance,
good
guy who has been named
Northeastern Illinois State; and Chicago Teachers College by
our contestants had to walk around and solicit votes by
at this time to sponsor the
almost everyone, from UNI students and faculty, to the Chicago
continually pushing those damn placards in your face. There's a .
team . Call him Joe. If they find
Press. Submit these to each offender and wait until you get a
lot you could tell about desire for victory .by the frequency and
it important to time the speed
blank stare. It's all for UNlty, perhaps .in . name only.
·
intensity of those interuptions.
·
of Bobby Hull's wrist arid slap
P.S. The Bears lost a chance for a tie what at 30 seconds to go
From talking to one of these women Friday morning, the
shots Dr. Gilbert will be
the Pack made it 20 to 17 with a 37 yard field goal. That makes
deduction of the damage from this type of competition was quite
important indeed to the team
our Bears 0-3-1 for this season .
ballistics.
·
evident. Loss of sleep and appetite; uncalled for nervousness; afid
a dislike of other women for reasons of competition of "American
Standard Beauty" is ridiculous. The very fact that these points
were mutually agreed :on, even intensely by a contestant, is
strongly representative of the contest's destruct ive values in our
soc iety. Geneti c competition should therefore be abol ished, -at
least, from UNI in thi s capacity, as man's favorite sport is still in
everyday competition anyway on a more "relaxed" (?) basis.
Our cross country team came in second, just 8
Lake Forest College
30 points 1st place
points out of first at their thrid meet of the · Northeastern ,
Back at homecoming - The basketball game between the
38
2
season . The Lake Forest Meet on September 29,
juni or varsity and TKE was already underway. I was amazed and
Illinois Tech
60
3
consisted of three teams and the maximum
delighted at the amount of spectators that showed up for this
INDIVIDUAL PLACES
amount of eligible runners . For Northeastern
game, but the f irst half of the game could have been instrumental
Jost placed second With 23 :34, just four second;
in causing some of t hem to leave. It seems that out junior varsity
1.
McElvain
Lake Forest
23:30
behind McElvain of Lake Forest. La Beau came
lacked strategy and points as they juggled the ball most of the
2.
UNI
'.
Jost
23:34
in fourth witr a time of 24:07 while Muntges of
f
time they rece ived it and speht the rest of the time chasing TKE
3.
Realmoto
Ill. Tech.
24:03
UNI came in sixth at 24:47. The showing was a
dowh the court . About the time I was getting used to the image of
4.
La Beau
good one, with much improvement over UNl's
UNI
24:07
coac h DeVincent in white hair, (not bad) the halftime buzzer
first meet.
5.
Mills
sounded and the teams disappeared from the court. (Bobby
Lake Forest
24:38
Our number one runner, Dennis Xanos, should
Fisc her may be a chess champ, but his " reffing" leaves much to
6.
Muntges
UNI
24:47
be
able to participate in our next meet, the
be desired . His cohorting ref is included in this assumption .)
7.
Threadgold
Lake
Forest
25:06
Spartan Invitational at Aurora, on Oct. 7. Xanos, ·
However, during the second half our junior varsity got the lead
8:
Robinson
Lake
Forest
25:53
incidentally, holds the record time for the
out to come within a 10 point deficit behind TKE, but the final
course
at
Lake
Forest.
The
Stats
results
were
:
.
score proved the force of TKE's threat - they won 8(}62. High
A total of 21 runners werJ! _involved.

CROSS COUN"fRY COUNTS,~-==--

INTRAMURAL
FOOTBALL

.........

by Mike Kesselman
Fruits of the Loom played to a
lntramL ral football is in full · 0-0 tie last week giving those
With a large and . vocal
two teams identical records
swing again, and after the
Homecoming
crowd urging
also of 1-0-1 . In third are the
second week of competition
them on, Northeastern's Goldlndependants, and right behind
some really fierce battles have
them are the scrappy Mutorcs . en Eagles were on the Harper
been fou g ht in both t_he
25 yardline plunging fo r the
(figure it out, folks..) The
Tuesday and Thursday leagues.
score
which would make the
Mutorcs have been plagued
In Tuesd ay's league, The
score
17 to 14 Northeastern .
with
tnJuries,
but
have
Spirit Resurrected and the
There was only five minutes
nevertheless, gone out gamely
Brahma's " B" Team square off
each week, to attempt to bring · left in the game and · Harpers
against eac h other to decide
Hawks had toughened there
a much longed for victory into
who will have possession of
stand putting UNl 's team in a
the fold, but to no avail. Have
first place after the first round
cheer, Mutorcs. Better things · critical fourth down and two
of competition . They bring
yards to go for the first down
are yet to come. I, personally,
identi cal 2-0 records into the
which would keep the drive
will be right there on the
action .
alive. The crowd sensed that
sidelines,
cheering
you
onto
In Thursday's action the
this play " was the game" and
vi ctory in this week's action .
Brahma's "A1' Team and the
grew noisier, trying to push the
w L T
W L T players toward the Harper
goal-line. The ball was snapped
1. Spirit Resur. 2
0
0
1. Brahmas
0
and there was trouble with the
2. Brahmas " B" 2
0
2. Fruits
0
0
1
handoff and the fumble was
3. AXE
0
2
3.
Ind.
0
1
1
0
picked up by a Harper lineman
and carried fifteen yards . The
4. Placebas
0
2
4. Mutorcs
0
0
2
0

moment had come and was
lost. There was little doubt
· now that the Eagles would lose
their first game of the season .
Maybe that was why the
Northeastern coaches didn't
argue over · the fact that the
fifteen yards the fumble was
returned shouldn't have been
allowed because the rules the
team is playing under forbids·
returning any fumbles . It may
have been why they accepted
a penalty to Harper at the end
of the game insuring that
Northeastern would .not get the
ball again for one more try at
the Harper defense. Anyway
the clock ran out and the gaity
of the Homecoming crowd was
dimmed a bit. Final score was
14-10.
(Cont'd. on page 10)
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